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BUILDING BLOCKS

The live-work-play model of an
apartment complex proposed to
be built outside Delhi; architect
Gautam Bhatia (right)

“DESIGN IS JUST A TOOL
TO PLACE THINGS IN
THE RIGHT CONTEXT”
Questioning traditional diktats of design, architect
Gautam Bhatia goes beyond the ordinary to make sure
that his buildings stay true to their surroundings
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By SHELLY ANAND

I

n his early years of growing
up in Washington, where his
father was posted as a foreign
correspondent, architecture
was never in the plan of
things for Gautam Bhatia. He
went through a range of interests—medicine, anthropology,
physics and sculpture—before the
pull of buildings drew him in. A
degree in fine arts and masters in

architecture, combined together
allowed him as much time in studios and galleries as in architects’
offices. It also ensured that he
would seek the comfort of drawings, and models, bits of clay and
wood to reassure himself that a
creative process is on.
Though he has done some
large-scale projects such as the
Devigarh Palace hotel in Udaipur,

a campus for the Indian Council for
Child Welfare in Delhi, a school for the
blind, and housing for HUDCO among
others, most of the work done by him
in last over 30 years has been in remote
places—on hills, across rivers, high up
in the mountains of Himachal Pradesh
and Kumaon, or in the Aravalis. Some
even on Delhi lakes and Kerala backwaters and forests in Corbett Park, but
all smaller complexes done to make
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STRUCTURAL ART

A glass structure spa in Almora surrounded by
frost-bitten trees and snow (right); Monolith
Resort in Bhimtal built on a four-acree steeply
terraced site (far right)

peace with local materials and locations. “To
me these are of real value because they align
with the way I live, and the way I would like
others to live,” says Bhatia, who is an architect
and sculptor, based out of Delhi.
Winner of several awards for his drawings
and buildings, Bhatia has written extensively
on architecture as well. It’s the practice of
architecture but that leaves him suspended
for long periods in art, sociology, culture, politics, and design in a way that allows him an
extended speculation about life, much before
the realisation of a building.

What does design mean to you? Are
design and architecture interrelated?
Design for its own sake often makes you
realise how useless architecture is as a professional activity. If a building photographs
well, it is a clear indication that it’s a product
of design, not architecture. Design is not really related to architecture. It’s merely a tool
to place things in the right context, the way
a surgeon uses a scalpel. But when architects
talk of skin and shadow, transparency versus
opacity, materiality and temporality, they are
expressing design concerns. The real reasons
for architecture—habitation, culture, human
behaviour, landscape, and social norms—all
get missed. I always wonder why we ask so
little of our buildings, why people’s expectations of architecture are so low.

What’ your design style like and
how is it different?
There is no style or method or process we follow, but somewhere in the repeated imagery
of a situation and place, an idea begins to
grow and take shape. Not learnt or acquired,
it becomes visible in drawn and written form.
You instinctively know about its ‘rightness’
because it comes from your belief in its applicability to a particular situation. Two of our
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building projects—a children’s retreat
in Sohna, Haryana, and a spa in
Almora, Uttarakhand—took a great
deal of doing and review. They both
grew out of their remote landscapes.

From where do you derive
your inspiration?
To say that architecture itself is its
own source of inspiration may sound
trite, but it’s true. Architecture
instructs you to probe and invent
accordingly. It gives you the licence to
tread into people’s lives, culture, and
privacy. It is the only profession that
follows no formula or rules, but
creates them as you go along. Of
course, there are inspiring architects
and great buildings all around the
world. I also admire the work of many
younger Indian architects such as
Chitra Vishwanath, Anupama Kundoo, Bijoy Ramachandran, Ambrish
Arora, and Rahul Mehrotra. These
are all people who set unwavering
standards and ask difficult questions
of their buildings.

What excites you while working
on a project?

There are several ideas that run
through the mind as you design;
architecture allows you the acts of
utter stupidity and lyrical pleasure.
You can build with rudimentary techniques or extreme technologies. At
the same time, you can design for the
really rich or the desperately poor. It
is a canvas of such extremes that you
are always confronting difficult, but
unique situations.

What is the future of design
and architecture in India?
One of the unfortunate mistakes we
make is to associate architecture with
building. This is a serious flaw.
Architecture is far more liberating
and an innovative act when it accommodates function without construction. Building without construction
must be seriously followed in a country where the rural earth is parched
and the city is overbuilt. The current
state of things demands that architecture make political commitments,
beyond the comfort of private design.
For this reason, the future for
architecture must be built on risk
and imagination.
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